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On a élaboré un modèle d’écoulement glaciaire spatio-temporel qui permette la reconstitution précise de la croissance et du retrait de la partie centrale de l’Inlandsis de la Cordillère, au Wisconsinien supérieur. Le modèle bi-dimensionnel et temporel illustre les différentes altitudes de la surface glaciaire et les directions d’écoulement dans une grille dont les carreaux ont 15 km de côté. Les données de base comprennent la topographie sous-glaciaire, la fonction du bilan de masse net et deux paramètres de l’écoulement glaciaire. Une équation polynomiale sert à estimer l’altitude de la ligne d’équilibre dans la région à l’étude à partir de la fonction du bilan de masse net. Une équation quadratique permet ensuite d’obtenir les valeurs du bilan de masse net en tant que fonction de l’altitude relative de la ligne d’équilibre. Les conditions glaciaires au Wisconsinien supérieur sont simulées en abaissant de façon systématique l’altitude de la ligne d’équilibre. La chronologie générale de la croissance et du retrait établie dans le modèle est vérifiée par les sites datés au radiocarbone qui donnent des repères quant à l’étendue de l’inlandsis à différentes périodes de la glaciation du Wisconsinien supérieur. Les données de géologie glaciaire directement attribuables au dernier inlandsis ont également servi à vérifier le modèle. Les résultats tirés de ces expériences indiquent qu’une chronologie de la glaciation conforme aux datations au radiocarbone peut être établie en utilisant le modèle, qui livre aussi des renseignements sur les directions d’écoulement, ainsi que sur les modes de croissance et de retrait.
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ABSTRACT A time-dependent ice flow model is used to provide detailed reconstructions of ice growth and retreat for the southern portion of the Late Wisconsinan Cordilleran Ice Sheet. The two-dimensional, time-dependent model provides ice surface elevations and flow directions at a grid spacing of 15 km. Input to the model includes subglacial topography, a net mass balance function, and two ice flow parameters. The net mass balance function uses a polynomial equation to estimate equilibrium line altitude (ELA) across the study area. A quadratic equation is then used to provide net mass balance values as a function of elevation relative to the ELA. Late Wisconsinan glacial conditions are simulated by systematically lowering the ELA. The general timing of the model ice advance and retreat is tested against radiocarbon dated localities which place limits on the ice sheet's areal extent for different times during the Late Wisconsinan glaciation. In addition, glacial-geologic evidence directly attributable to the latest Cordilleran Ice Sheet is used in assessing the model reconstructions. Results from these experiments show that an ice growth and retreat chronology consistent with the limiting radiocarbon dates can be generated using the model, and provide information on flow directions and ice growth and retreat patterns.
INTRODUCTION

Information about the last Cordilleran Ice Sheet comes primarily from glacial-geologic evidence left during the retreat of the ice sheet. Because much of this evidence lacks chronologic control, and because several ice flow directions may be represented at a given locality (Clague, 1975), time-dependent reconstructions of ice flow patterns cannot be made from the geologic record alone. In addition, because retreating ice can destroy or disrupt previously developed flow indicators, little is known about the pattern of ice growth and flow during buildup of the ice sheet. One method of addressing these problems is the use of ice flow modeling experiments. Ice flow modeling can assist in understanding the growth and retreat of past ice sheets by providing chronologic reconstructions of ice thickness and flow directions for the entire history of the ice sheet.

Although model-based reconstructions of the Cordilleran Ice Sheet have been presented in previous studies (e.g. Hughes, 1987; Denton and Hughes, 1981; Budd and Smith, 1981, 1987), these were generally included as part of comprehensive reconstructions of the North American ice sheets and as such, did not include detailed information about the Cordilleran Ice Sheet. To understand the nature of ice advance and retreat for the Cordilleran Ice Sheet requires a more concentrated modeling effort. The multiple ice source regions (Clague, 1981) and complex bedrock topography of the Canadian Cordillera generate compound, time-dependent ice flow patterns. To see the development and change in these patterns requires time-dependent modeling at an appropriate scale.

This paper presents the results from time-dependent modeling of the southern portion of the Late Wisconsinan Cordilleran Ice Sheet. The simulation results address the problems discussed above by providing a detailed reconstruction of ice growth and retreat including ice thickness and flow direction information. These reconstructions were developed using a computer ice sheet model incorporating the ice flow equations presented by Mahaffy (1976). The model (Roberts, 1990) uses bedrock topography and estimated net mass balance rates to simulate the nucleation, growth, and retreat of the ice sheet.

STUDY AREA

The ice sheet reconstructions presented here concentrate on the southern portion of the Cordilleran Ice Sheet (Fig. 1). The study area covers approximately 691,000 square kilometers with solution points spaced at 15 km intervals. The grid consists of 48 rows (north-south) and 64 columns (east-west).

The boundaries of the study area were chosen so major ice source regions, such as the Coast and Rocky Mountains, were included (Fig. 2). The divide between north and south flowing Late Wisconsinan ice on the Interior Plateau of British Colombia (Prest et al., 1968) was used to define the northern boundary of the area. The southern boundary was set to include all the lobes of the maximum Late Wisconsinan advance.

PROCEDURE

The model constructed for this study computes ice surface elevations and flow velocities for a series of equally spaced grid points covering a rectangular region. The main input requirements are the land surface elevation (Fig. 3), and the net mass balance for each grid point in the study area. An empirical function is used to specify net mass balance values. Changes in equilibrium line altitude specified using a time-dependent ELA history curve drive ice sheet growth and decay.

The model steps through time, computing net mass balance, ice flow, and resulting ice surface elevation for every grid point at each timestep. Points with a positive mass balance accumulate ice which, after attaining sufficient thickness, begins to flow. The model does not restrict accumulation areas. Isolated alpine glaciers and ice caps unrelated to the Cordilleran Ice Sheet can develop during the simulation.

Important assumptions and simplifications made during formulation of the model include: 1) the ice is isothermal; 2) basal sliding of the ice is not explicitly modeled; 3) the subglacial bed does not deform; 4) no mechanism for ablation through calving is included; 5) isostatic compensation is not included.

These assumptions were made in order to simplify the numerical solutions or because the represented process could not be adequately parameterized for the Late Wisconsinan Cordilleran Ice Sheet.

ICE FLOW EQUATIONS

Ice flow computations are made using the two-dimensional ice flow equations presented by Mahaffy (1976). These equa-
FIGURE 2. Major physiographic and cultural features of the study area. Heavy line shows the maximum southern margin of the Late Wisconsinan Cordilleran Ice Sheet with the major ice lobes labeled.

Principales entités physiographiques de la région à l'étude. Le trait gras illustre la limite méridionale de l'Inlandsis de la Cordillère au Wisconsinien supérieur.

FIGURE 3. Oblique view of study area showing digital terrain data used in the model. Major topographic features are noted. Spacing between grid lines is 15 km and vertical exaggeration is 50.

Modèle de la topographie de la région étudiée en vue oblique. Les carreaux ont 15 km de côté et l'exagération verticale est de 50.
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The fundamental relationship for determining the change in ice height with time is a two-dimensional continuity of mass equation.

\[
\frac{\delta h}{\delta t} = a(x,y,t) - \left( \frac{\delta q_x}{\delta x} + \frac{\delta q_y}{\delta y} \right)
\]

In the above equation \( h \) represents the elevation of the ice surface, \( t \) is time, \( a \) is the mass gain or loss by accumulation or ablation, and \( q_x \) and \( q_y \) represent the mass flux in the \( x \) and \( y \) directions respectively.

Accumulation and ablation are specified in the model using a net mass balance function. The mass flux terms are calculated using the ice surface slope and thickness.

\[
q_x = \left( -\frac{2A^n}{n+2} \right) \left( \frac{\delta h}{\delta x} \right) \alpha^{(n-1)} (h-z_0)^{n+2}
\]

\[
q_y = \left( -\frac{2A^n}{n+2} \right) \left( \frac{\delta h}{\delta y} \right) \alpha^{(n-1)} (h-z_0)^{n+2}
\]

where:

\( A \) and \( n \) are flow law parameters dependent on various ice properties, \( p \) is the ice density, \( g \) is gravitational acceleration, \( z_0 \) is the subglacial landform elevation, and \( \alpha \) is the ice surface slope in the direction of flow defined as

\[
\alpha = \left( \left( \frac{\delta h}{\delta x} \right)^2 + \left( \frac{\delta h}{\delta y} \right)^2 \right)^{1/2}
\]

The ice flow equations are implemented as finite difference equations using an Alternating Direction Implicit formulation such as used by Mahaffy (1976). The flow law exponent, \( n \), was set equal to two for the results shown here based on initial simulations. The flow law coefficient, \( A \), was chosen for ice between 0°C and -5°C based on values presented in Mahaffy (1974).

Assumptions made during the formulation of the above ice flow equations as defined by Mahaffy (1976) are: 1) the ice deforms only by shear strain in the \( xy \) plane; 2) the rate of horizontal change in shear stress in the ice are much less than the rate of pressure change with depth; 3) the rate of change in vertical ice velocities in the \( x \) and \( y \) directions are much smaller than the rate of change in horizontal velocities with depth. Further discussion of these assumptions can be found in Mahaffy (1976) and Roberts (1990).

**NET MASS BALANCE VALUES**

Net mass balance values, as a function of equilibrium line altitude (ELA), control the gain or loss of ice mass at each grid point within the simulation domain. Net mass balance values are determined using a two step procedure. First, the ELA for the given location is determined. Second, the vertical distance between the equilibrium line and the present surface elevation is computed. This vertical distance is then used to calculate the net mass balance from a function relating elevation relative to the ELA to net mass balance.

Modern ELA in the model is represented by a trend surface equation which estimates ELA (in meters) as a function of latitude (\( \theta \)) and longitude (\( \phi \)) in decimal degrees. The elevation of each point on the plane described by this equation, listed as equation (5) below, represents the modern regional ELA for that geographic location. This plane can be shifted vertically to simulate different climatic conditions. For example, a 600 m decrease in ELA would be represented by lowering the plane 600 m.

\[
\text{ELA(m)} = 14306.8 + (-70.44 \phi) + (-70.35 \theta)
\]

This trend surface equation was developed using all possible subsets regression procedure and ELA data from 18 glaciers in western North America (Haeberli and Muller, 1988; Haebert, 1985; Meier et al., 1971) and explains 82% of the variance in the observations.

The ELA function is intended to represent the regional changes in ELA associated with variations in continentality and latitude; no attempt has been made to replicate the topographically-controlled second-order details of the modern equilibrium altitude surface such as described by Porter (1977).

Net mass balance is computed as a function of elevation relative to the ELA derived using data from 11 modern glaciers in British Columbia and Alberta (Haeberli and Muller, 1988). Following the method of Porter et al. (1983) and Booth (1986), net mass balance information from the individual glaciers were adjusted to a common elevation axis based on the distance relative to the ELA. The equilibrium line of each curve was set to an elevation of zero; positive and negative elevations yield positive and negative net mass balance values respectively. An all possible subsets second-order polynomial regression was performed on the data to obtain the quadratic equation which was used to provide net mass balance values (Fig. 4).

Because the modern glaciers used to develop the mass balance curve in Figure 4 are relatively small, some adjustments were made to the positive value rates so that they would be more appropriate for a large ice sheet such as the Cordilleran.

Because the accumulation rate over large ice sheets is known to be relatively low (Radok et al., 1982) a limit of one m/yr was placed on the maximum positive net mass balance rate derived from the net mass balance curve (Hughes, 1985, fig. 1; Oerlemans, 1981; Andrews and Mahaffy, 1976). A limit of -15 m/yr was placed on the maximum negative net mass balance rate so these values would remain within reasonable bounds (Budd and Smith, 1981).

An “elevation-desert effect” was also incorporated into the model. This is intended to reproduce the decrease in positive net mass balance rate with increasing altitude often seen over large ice sheets (Budd and Smith, 1981). The elevation-desert effect model used here is similar to that used by Budd and Smith (1981). In it, net mass balance (\( a \)) is reduced as a function of elevation (\( e \)), in kilometers, above a defined threshold (\( \gamma \)), to obtain the reduced net mass balance value (\( a' \)), as shown below.
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This function is only applied to points where there is ice present, there is a positive net mass balance, and the ice surface elevation is above the threshold ($T$) of two kilometers.

**LATE WISCONSINAN SIMULATION**

This section discusses the procedures used in reconstructing the growth and retreat history of the Late Wisconsinan Cordilleran Ice Sheet and presents the results from this modeling.

Reconstruction of a realistic growth and retreat chronology for the Late Wisconsinan Cordilleran Ice Sheet relies on providing the necessary driving function for ice growth and retreat.

In the model, this driving function is represented by a curve representing time-dependent changes in ELA. An initial estimate of the shape of this curve was made using information available from the geologic record. This initial curve was then modified, in a plausible manner, based on the ice growth and retreat chronology generated by the model to obtain an ice growth and retreat chronology more consistent with the geologic evidence.

Parametrization of the initial ELA history curve was based on estimates of the magnitude of ELA depression (Porter et al., 1983), general timing of the ice sheet growth and decay (Clague, 1981; Fulton, 1984), and paleoclimatic considerations (Heusser et al., 1980; COHMAP, 1988). The maximum ELA depression (850 m) (Fig. 5) represents a typical value for alpine glaciers in the Cascade Mountains for the time period between

\[
a' = \frac{a}{2^{(e^{-t})}}
\]
FIGURE 6. Ice limiting radiocarbon date localities for ice advance. Location is shown by solid triangle. Location number, to left of triangle, is keyed to accompanying table. Maximum Late Wisconsinan ice margin is also shown.


approximately 25 and 15 ka (Porter et al., 1983, fig. 4.12). Although there were several fluctuations of ELA in this region during this time period (Porter et al., 1983), this level of detail is not considered in the model.

The results presented here show simulation results from an ELA history curve which was modified from the initial assumed curve. These modifications were implemented based on the results from initial simulations in which the general ice advance and retreat chronology was tested using radiocarbon dated ice-free locations as discussed below.

In the final modified ELA history curve (Fig. 5) the decline of the ELA starts at 25 ka, the latest time that cooling related to the buildup of the last Cordilleran Ice Sheet is believed to have started (Fulton, 1984). This timing is also consistent with paleoclimatic reconstructions for the Olympic Peninsula (Heusser et al., 1980). The ELA is steadily decreased from modern levels to the maximum depression, then remains constant for some time, after which it rises quickly. The final ELA, 400 m above modern, is maintained for the remainder of the simulation to produce the rapid disintegration of the ice sheet recorded in the geologic record (Clague, 1981). Initial simulations with the final ELA at modern level did not allow rapid ice sheet disintegration (Roberts, 1990). An ELA above modern during deglaciation is also consistent with summertime insolation higher than modern at this time (COHMAP, 1988).

Radiocarbon dates which limit the areal extent of the last Cordilleran Ice Sheet (Figs. 6 and 7) are used to test the gen-
eral timing of the model's ice advance and retreat. These dates represent times when the locality was free of ice. For ice advance limiting dates, the location is considered to be ice free until at least that time; for retreat limiting dates, the location is considered to be ice free by at least that time. If a radiocarbon dated locality is within the model's ice sheet margin then this indicates the model's ice extent is expanding too quickly or retreating too slowly. The dates listed were selected from the available data to place the closest limits on the maximum extent of the ice sheet.

DISCUSSION OF RESULTS

Figure 5 shows total ice area versus time for the entire length of the simulation. The simulation starts with an initial ice configuration as computed using a modern ELA level. This follows evidence suggesting that climatic conditions in the study area prior to the main growth of the last Cordilleran Ice Sheet were similar to present (Alley, 1979; Heusser et al., 1980; Clague, 1981). As the ELA drops, the area covered with ice increases steadily. The ice sheet reaches its maximum areal extent between 15 and 14 ka which agrees well with the suggested timing of the Late Wisconsinan Cordilleran Ice Sheet maximum (Clague, 1981; Easterbrook, 1986). The areal extent of the ice sheet begins to decrease approximately 1000 years after the ELA has started to rise. Déglaciation occurs rapidly from 14 to 11 ka at which point the rate of ice loss drops substantially.

Figure 8 shows the ice configuration at the start of the simulation. This configuration was generated by running the model for 5000 years with the ELA set at modern levels. For comparison the actual modern ice extent is also shown. Differences between these two ice configurations can be attributed to two major factors: topographic smoothing from the digital elevation data used as basal topography, and uncertainty in the trend surface equation (equation 5) used in estimating the ELA surface (Roberts, 1990).

Figures 9 through 16 show the results from the simulation at 2000 year time increments. The upper diagram shows ice surface elevations. Dashed lines represent ice elevation contours starting at 1500 m and increasing in 500 m increments. The thicker, outermost line represents the ice margin. Solid triangles indicate radiocarbon dated localities which should be ice free at this stage of the simulation. The lower diagram shows ice flow velocities computed by the model. The length of the ice flow vector is proportional to the magnitude of the velocity. The maximum Late Wisconsinan southern ice margin is also shown. Observations concerning these results are given below.

23 ka

After 2000 simulated years of ice growth, major ice covered areas in the Coast and Rocky Mountains have formed by expansion of glaciers present at the start of the simulation (Fig. 9). Isolated alpine glaciers appear scattered throughout the study area. All the radiocarbon dated localities lie exterior to the ice indicating that this stage of the simulation is consistent with the available geologic evidence.

21 ka

The Coast Mountain ice mass is expanding more rapidly than the Rocky Mountain ice (Fig. 10). East-flowing ice from the east flank of the Coast Mountains shows the highest rate of ice front advance. Although an integrated flow system has not yet developed, ice in the Rocky Mountain region has advanced slightly. All radiocarbon date locations lie outside of the ice margin.

19 ka

The Coast and Rocky Mountain ice masses have joined into one continuous ice sheet (Fig. 11). Ice sheet elevations above 3000 m are now present in the Rocky Mountain area. East-flowing ice from the Coast Mountains is being deflected southward as it meets ice from the Rocky Mountains. Fjords along the west flank of the Coast Mountains contain ice streams flowing into the Georgia Depression. A significant independent ice mass has developed in the central portion of the study area along the 49° parallel.
FIGURE 9. Ice configuration at 23 ka.

FIGURE 10. Ice configuration at 21 ka.

FIGURE 11. Ice configuration at 19 ka.
Ice flow is well integrated, with ice from the Rocky and Coast Mountains merging over the Interior Plateau and being diverted north and south resulting in an ice divide in the north central portion of the study area (Fig. 12). Relatively fast ice streams are flowing into the Georgia Depression from the Coast Mountains and down the Fraser Valley. The ice sheet is quite massive and is steadily advancing southward across interior British Columbia and eastward into the plains of Alberta. One ice-free dated locality is within the ice margin at this time.

The ice sheet is near its maximum southern extent. Ice lobes in the central portion of the study area are fairly well developed (Fig. 13). The Puget Lobe is evident but not fully advanced to its Late Wisconsinan maximum margin. The Okanagan Lobe has reached its maximum recorded extent. The ice sheet has developed a central dome over the eastern Interior Plateau and Rocky Mountains. As the ice thickens, the ice flow vectors are less influenced by the underlying topography and more controlled by the ice surface slope. The ice flow vectors now show a radial pattern of ice flow away from the central dome. A dominant ice stream still exists across the Fraser Valley and the southern end of the Georgia Depression.

The ice has retreated substantially from its 15 ka configuration (Fig. 14). Ice is rapidly retreating from the Georgia Depression and Vancouver Island is completely deglaciated. The general ice flow pattern has not changed greatly but some minor topographic effects are reappearing along the ice margin. Several dated ice-free localities, all of which are consistent with the ice sheet configuration, are shown.
The ice has split into two ice masses — a large Coast Mountain-Interior Plateau ice sheet, and a smaller Rocky Mountain ice cap (Fig. 15). Eastward ice flow off the Coast Mountains forms a sweeping arc starting in a north-east direction and gradually rotating to the south-east. Westward ice flow off the Coast Mountains is being deflected by a small nunatak along the south-west ice margin.

All the ice masses are continuing to shrink slowly (Fig. 16). The Coast Mountains ice flow pattern shows a general east-west ice divide corresponding to the axis of the Coast Mountains. Some ice remains on the Interior Plateau. One ice-free location symbol appears near the ice margin in the southeast quadrant of the Coast Mountains ice cap. The significance of this point is uncertain. The dated location is near the modern terminus of the Tiedemann Glacier (Clague, 1980, 1981). This location would also plot within the model's modern ice margin used at the start of the simulation.

GENERAL OBSERVATIONS

Based on the relationship between the ice margin and radiocarbon dated localities, the chronology of ice growth and decay presented by this modeling experiment appears reasonable. With only minor exceptions, the timing of advance and retreat is consistent with the limits placed by radiocarbon date information.

The maximum areal extent of the ice sheet occurs between 15 and 14 ka; the central section of the southern margin follows the Late Wisconsinan margin fairly well at this time. The Puget Lobe of western Washington does not reach the recorded Late Wisconsinan maximum position. The most probable explanation for this is the exclusion of a basal sliding function. Booth (1986) reports that basal sliding was an extremely important process for mass flux in the Puget Lobe. The exclusion of basal sliding from the model may explain the limited extent of the Puget Lobe in the simulation results.

The model ice front is also under-advanced at the eastern end of the southern margin. This may be a boundary effect.
Locke and Semerad (1988) have theorized that the Flathead Lobe, the most eastern lobe of the southern margin, was primarily fed by local alpine glaciers. The source for these local glaciers would be located just east of the study area. Apparently the exclusion of high elevation areas to the east of the modeling grid limits ice growth in the eastern portion of the solution region.

Although the position of the eastern margin of the Cordilleran Ice Sheet in Alberta is problematic (Rutter, 1984), based on the ice extent shown by Clague (1989) (Fig. 17, this paper) it appears the model over-advances to the east. This may stem from the net mass balance rates used in the model, the use of a constant ELA drop throughout the study area, or boundary condition problems.

Ice surface elevations from the model agree well with geologic evidence along the outer portions of the ice sheet (Fig. 17). However, a possible discrepancy exists near the center of the model ice sheet where a high elevation (above 3000 m) region exists. The ice thickness is too great in this region. This may indicate the need for further refinement in the flow law parameters used in the model.

The ice flow vectors generated by the model are calculated from the x and y ice flux components. The ice flux is computed from ice thickness and ice surface slope. The vectors represent the average ice flow direction in the ice column. This limits the validity of comparison against geologic ice flow indicators which record basal flow directions; however, some general observations can be made.

During the ice advance phase of the simulation, the ice flow vectors and the general location of the north-south ice divide agree well with recorded ice flow directions (Fig. 17). As the ice sheet reaches its maximum extent, a high elevation dome over the eastern portion of the study area shifts the ice flow vectors over the Interior Plateau from a south-easterly to a south-westerly direction. This pattern continues through deglaciation until enough ablation has occurred to remove the influence of the ice dome. In general, the ice flow vectors predicted by the model agree with the glacial geology when ice flow is not dominated by this ice dome.

The amount of ELA rise during deglaciation is difficult to specify. Deglaciation studies suggest that the ELA rose to a level above much of the ice surface during ice retreat (Fulton, 1967). In the simulation results presented here, an increase in ELA to 400 m above modern was required to obtain a nearly complete deglaciation of the study area.

The high ELA required for deglaciation is likely linked to assumptions made during formulation of the model. The exclu-
sion of basal sliding, ablation through calving, and isostatic compensation may be of particular importance. Basal sliding was a very important process for mass flux in the Puget Lobe (Booth, 1986). Its exclusion from the model may have eliminated a process which may have allowed a more rapid deglaciation at a relatively lower ELA. Increased ablation through calving may also have increased the rate of deglaciation for the Puget Lobe by providing an additional mechanism for removing mass from the ice sheet. Addition of this process to the model may allow for rapid deglaciation without an ELA far above modern.

The relatively high deglaciation ELA may also be linked to the exclusion of isostatic compensation from the model. Crustal depression caused by the ice would lower the surface elevation of the ice sheet, effectively raising the relative ELA. This effect may be represented in the simulation results by the higher than modern ELA required for rapid deglaciation. Points along the British Columbia coastline experienced isostatic depression on the order of 250 m during the Late Wisconsinan Glaciation (Clague, 1983). Although only a portion of the 400 m rise used in the model, it demonstrates the magnitude of depression which would be expected if isostatic compensation were included.

The restricted extent of ice along the eastern margin of the Cordilleran Ice Sheet is consistent with a majority of the geologic evidence. The reconstructions from this model provide insights into the dynamics of the ice sheet not recorded in the glacial geology.
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